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This accessible guide to the major concepts in politics
has now been revised and expanded to include over
60 international relations terms to take account of the
increasing influence of globalization upon politics.
Each concept is defined clearly and fully, and its
significance for political understanding is explored.

Challenge and Strategy
Political Science for Civil Services Mains Examination
is mainly aimed at students who are preparing for the
UPSC Mains Examinations. This comprehensive
textbook is completely suited for Civil Services Mains
and state civil services preparation. Its primary aim is
to cover the entire syllabus of Political Science in
great detail. Individual modules of the syllabus are
covered in separate chapters, with author’s notes
provided in boxes. Each chapter is followed by a
variety of questions that provide a wider scope of
coverage. The book cuts across several specialized
papers and is also useful for Preliminary and Optional
Examinations. The Ebook of Political Science for Civil
Services Mains Examination 2e is for the UPSC and
State PSC aspirants who wish to optimize their study
time by studying on the go anytime anywhere.
Carrying your textbooks everywhere you go is tedious
and impractical. Made into a two color Epub version of
the 2nd Edition of this book can be accessed in the
student’s mobile phone, tab or other portable devices
whether Android or Windows. This ebook is the
perfect solution available to you 24*7 in your pockets.

POLITICAL SCIENCE FOR CIVIL SERVICES
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MAINS
With indispensable advice for students from all social
science backgrounds, this handbook provides the core
conceptual and practical skills to embark on succesful
research. The organization of the book reflects the
knowledge that is required in order to become a
competent and effective researcher. It follows the lifecycle of the research project: it begins with a
discussion of ethical and philosphical issues; presents
guides to both quantitative and qualitative data
collection and analysis; provides help on using
computers in research; and includes advice on how to
write up and present a research project. Based on the
UK Economic and Social Research Council advice on
the training which students should undertake in
preparation for postgraduate research, this book will
be invaluable for all beginning researchers.

Western Political Thought
I’m Rivanah Bannerjee, 23/F/Mumbai. Some of you
might already know how my life is on a razor edge.
Those of you who don’t, just know this: I may be killed
soon . . . by the Stranger. I don’t know who or what he
is: a ghost, a person or a figment of my imagination?
All I know is he isn’t just one thing: he is sexy and
scary, terrific and terrifying. What I don’t understand
is why a young, harmless girl like me, who works in a
big city, stays away from her parents and has a
screwed-up love life, would be of any interest to him.
Unless there is something about my own story that I
do not know . . . In the hotly anticipated final
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instalment of the Stranger trilogy, Rivanah will learn
the answers to her many questions—What is it that
binds her to the dead Hiya? Who is the Stranger? Why
has he been following her all this while?—leading to
an intense, breathtaking climax.

Does the Elephant Dance?
MTE-2 Linear Algebra
GOVERNANCE FOR DEVELOPMENT
Western Political Thought: From Plato to Marx is a
lucid and comprehensive account of political thought
that stretches from ancient Greece to the nineteenth
century. Analysing political philosophies
chronologically, this book offers valuable insights into
the political structures of societies across the ages,
and presents a wide perspective on the various social
and political ideologies. Each of the 12 chapters
contains excerpts from the original works by the
philosophers, comprehensive reading list, and
thought provoking questions on the philosophies
discussed.

Political Thought in Modern India
College textbook.

Political Research
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The book examines India’s current and looming
foreign policy challenges from a strategic and policyoriented perspective. It analyzes the long-term factors
and trends that should determine the country’s
foreign policy formulation. The author urges a
reappraisal of India’s approach if it is to become a
major player in the complex and rapidly evolving 21st
century world. Challenge and Strategy: Rethinking
India’s Foreign Policy focuses on India’s immediate
and strategic neighbourhood. It also looks at
important issues like energy security, economic
diplomacy, the interaction between defence and
diplomacy, and foreign policy institutions. A unique
feature of the book is that it combines the
perspectives of a historian, a diplomat and a scholar.
With many new out-of-the-box ideas and policy
suggestions, it makes a valuable contribution to the
ongoing debate on foreign policy within India’s
strategic community. This lucid and succinct book is a
must-read for policy-makers, diplomats and foreign
policy analysts. The corporate and business
community too will find it professionally relevant. It is
also an important knowledge resource for students of
Indian politics, international relations, and defence
and strategic studies, and others who are interested
in India’s foreign policy.

Western Political Thought
This is a thoroughly revised edition of the
“Constructive Programme” which I first wrote in 1941.
The items included in it have not been arranged in
any order, certainly not in the order of their
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importance. When the reader discovers that a
particular subject though important in itself in terms
of Independence does not find place in the
programme, he should know that the omission is not
intentional. He should unhesitatingly add to my list
and let me know. My list does not pretend to be
exhaustive; it is merely illustrative. The reader will
see several new and important additions.

The Political Ideas of St. Thomas Aquinas
This new edition of An Introduction to Political Theory
examines a fairly wide range of issues on political
theory as identified at the beginning of the new
millennium. It elaborates the nature and significance
of political theory, concept of ideology, wi

Commonwealth Universities Yearbook
The Economics and Politics of Resettlement in India
comprises fourteen well-researched and relevant
essays by academicians, researchers and
practitioners with extensive knowledge and
experience of the resettlement and rehabilitation
(R&R) processes in India. These essays provide
valuable insights into R&R practices and experiences
from a variety of developmental fields, including road
projects, dams, mining, forests, and farmlands. It will
be a useful for policy-makers, NGOs and journalists
working in the field of development-induced
displacement in India, students and scholars.

PMT/ IIT Foundation Class 10 (Science +
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Maths) - Set of 4 Books
Political Research: An Introduction has been designed
to provide an excellent starting point for those new to
the area of Research Methods. It assumes no prior
knowledge of the subject and sets out the key issues
involved in doing research in Politics. It guides
students through a complex and often daunting
subject by exploring the many concepts associated
with the field, as well as offering practical advice on
research practices and information resources.
Features and benefits of this textbook include: *
boxed case studies in each chapter to illustrate and
clarify key concepts, and highlight the practical use of
different research methods * a useful glossary, giving
easy access to definitions of key terms * a dedicated
web-site containing sample material, extra case
studies, important links, and essential resources for
both teachers and students.

IGNOU LSE-05 Physiology Notes
The new third edition of the highly successful text has
been revised and updated throughout to take account
of new issues such as identity and difference,
globalization and multiculturalism. The book provides
a clear and accessible introduction to political theory
and key concepts in political analysis. Each chapter
discusses a cluster of interrelated terms, examines
how they have been used by different thinkers and in
the various political traditions, and explores related
debates and controversies.
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Social Issues of India
Comparative Politics
Written simply and directly—but without sacrificing
intellectual depth—this widely acclaimed text
explores the preeminent theorists of Western political
thought from the pre-Socratics to the contemporary
era. The author provides an in-depth analysis of a
limited number of major thinkers, which allows for a
richly detailed examination of each philosopher in
historical context. Western Political Thought, Second
Edition, presents the fundamental terms, ideas, and
dilemmas of Western political philosophy in a
straightforward, easy-to-understand manner. It
organizes the theorists historically, explains basic
concepts in depth, and draws out and analyzes the
implications of various political theories. Moreover,
this cohesive volume employs an overarching theme,
examining each thinker in terms of the changing
relationships of ethics and politics in Western political
philosophy.

Science Lesson Plan
Research Training for Social Scientists
In the 19th century, the positioning of Pittsburgh as a
major manufacturing center and the subsequent rise
of the area’s steel industry created a wave of
prosperity that prompted the beneficiaries of that
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wealth to construct extravagant residences. Wealthy
enclaves sprang up in the city’s East End, across the
river in neighboring Allegheny City, and into the
countryside. Pittsburgh’s Mansions explores the
stately homes of the area’s prominent residents from
the 1830s through the 1920s. Businessmen such as
H.J. Heinz, Henry Clay Frick, and members of the
Mellon family commissioned elaborate homes from
the preeminent architects of their day. Firms such as
Alden & Harlow, Janssen & Abbott, and Rutan &
Russell left their marks on the city’s landscape, often
contributing iconic public buildings as well as
expansive private homes. Though many of the
residences have since been lost, Pittsburgh’s
Mansions offers a look back at the peak of the city’s
prominence.

Limca Book of Records
Political Theory
Political science is an intensely quantitative discipline,
and models are central. Political scientists use
models—formal and informal, statistical and
qualitative—to investigate and illuminate causal
mechanisms, generate comparative data, and
understand the conditions under which certain
outcomes are expected to occur. But how do we
justify and rationalize the method? Why test
predictions from a deductive, and thus truthpreserving, system? David Primo and Kevin Clarke
tackle these central questions in this novel work of
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methodology.

India's Ancient Past
A directory to the universities of the Commonwealth
and the handbook of their association.

A Model Discipline
ANC-1 Nutrition For The Community
The twenty stimulating and original essays in this
volume provide a comprehensive analysis of the main
strands of modern Indian political thought.The
thinkers dicussed are Rammohun Roy, Dayananda
Saraswati, Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay, Ranade,
Phule, Tilak, B R Ambedkar, Tagore, Sri Aurobindo, M
N Roy, Jawaharlal Nehru and Gandhi. Separate essays
are devoted to the Hindu and Muslim traditions in
Indian political thought, Hindu nationalism, and the
ideologies of the Communist and Sarvodaya
movements. A significant feature of these essays is
that they study each thinker or movement in the
relevant socio-historical context as also examine the
consequences and impact of modern Indian political
theories, These are analysed from a world-hostorical
and, to some extent, a political economy
perspective.The essays in this collection highlight two
major streams in modern Indian political thought--one
which favoured the adoption or adaptation of western
political traditions and the other which sought to
evolve indigenous or alternative formulations. The
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overall conclusion that emerges from this volume is
that in order to formulate an adequate political
philosophy for the modern age, both the western and
Indian traditions have to be taken into account. In this
context, some of the essays highlight the
contemporary global relevance of Gandhi's sociopolitical ideas.This book is a major contribution to
modern political philosophy. It will be of great value to
students and teacher of political science.

Western Political Thought: From Plato to
Marx
DISASTER MITIGATION
Surveys the main features of contemporary Indian
foreign policy.

An Introduction to Political Theory
Public Governance and Decentralisation
This book, designed for the MBA courses in India,
discusses the concept, tools and techniques of
Logistics and Supply Chain Management which help
students understand how good logistics and supply
chain management helps a firm to sustain
competitive advant

The Economics and Politics of
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Resettlement in India:
The epic tale of victory and defeat The story of the
Ramayana had been told innumerable times. The
enthralling story of Rama, the incarnation of God, who
slew Ravana, the evil demon of darkness, is known to
every Indian. And in the pages of history, as always, it
is the version told by the victors, that lives on. The
voice of the vanquished remains lost in silence. But
what if Ravana and his people had a different story to
tell? The story of the Ravanayana had never been
told. Asura is the epic tale of the vanquished Asura
people, a story that has been cherished by the
oppressed outcastes of India for 3000 years. Until
now, no Asura has dared to tell the tale. But perhaps
the time has come for the dead and the defeated to
speak. "For thousands of years, I have been vilified
and my death is celebrated year after year in every
corner of India. Why? Was it because I challenged the
Gods for the sake of my daughter? Was it because I
freed a race from the yoke of caste-based Deva rule?
You have heard the victor's tale, the Ramayana. Now
hear the Ravanayana, for I am Ravana, the Asura, and
my story is the tale of the vanquished." "I am a nonentity-invisible, powerless and negligible. No epics will
ever be written about me. I have suffered both
Ravana and Rama - the hero and the villain or the
villain and the hero. When the stories of great men
are told, my voice maybe too feeble to be heard. Yet,
spare me a moment and hear my story, for I am
Bhadra, the Asura, and my life is the tale of the loser."
The ancient Asura empire lay shattered into many
warring petty kingdoms reeling under the heel of the
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Devas. In desperation, the Asuras look up to a young
saviour-Ravana. Believing that a better world awaits
them under Ravana, common men like Bhadra decide
to follow the young leader. With a will of iron and a
fiery ambition to succeed, Ravana leads his people
from victory to victory and carves out a vast empire
from the Devas. But even when Ravana succeeds
spectacularly, the poor Asuras find that nothing much
has changed for them. It is when that Ravana, by one
action, changes the history of the world.

Forget Me Not, Stranger
The Significance Of Political Thought Cannot Be
Overemphasized. The Task Of Understanding The
Deeper Implications Of The Present Situation And The
Future Planning Can Be Assisted By A Careful Study
Of Political Thought Of The Ages. The Study Of
Political Thought In The Historical Perspective Leads
To Mature Thinking And Enables The Political Leaders
To Solve Contemporary Problems In A Better Way.The
Political Thought Of Modern World Is Based On
Western Political Thought. It Is Always Preferred To
Begin The Study Of Political Thought With The
Western Thinkers, Better Say Greeks, Because Unlike
Their Eastern Counterpart, Their Speculations Are
Exclusively Contained In Independent Treatises And
Do Not Form Part Of Literature Which Was
Predominantly Religious And Ethical. Accordingly, The
Present Volume Begins With Homer And Includes In
Its Study The Prominent Thinkers Of The West Of All
Ages Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Machiavelli, Hobbes,
Locke, Rousseau, Hume, Burke To Name But A
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Few.Analytic In Presentation, The Present Book Is
Concise And Easily Comprehensible. Since Its Matter
Has Been Drawn From Authentic Originals And The
Books Of Eminent Western Authors Have Been
Referred To, The Book Aptly Caters With The
Academic Needs Of Students Of Political Science. It
Provides A Bibliography And Also A List Of Questions
Set At Various University Examinations, Aiming At
Facilitating The Preparation For Examination. While
The Teachers Will Find This Book An Ideal Reference
Book, The General Readers Will Find It Highly
Informative.

Global Commons
Constructive Programme - Its Meaning
and Place
Distance Education
This well-presented collection with contributions from
academics and administrators reflects the growing
concern towards the present-day practice of
governance. It focuses on the need for Governance
for Sustainable Human Development to manage the
country's social as well as economic resources leading
to better development-founded on four pillars of
Accountability, Transparency, Predictability, and
Participation. It thus calls for unfolding various issues
and devising suitable strategies towards humane
governance through appropriate political,
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bureaucratic, economic, and legal reforms.
Highlighting its theme in the initial chapters in the
New Public Management perspective, the book goes
on to unravel the major administrative loopholes in
Indian administration, such as lack of transparency
and accountability, and the stranglehold of corruption,
all of which lead to human deprivation. Later chapters
give a synoptic overview of administrative reforms so
far undertaken in India, and emphasize the
effectiveness of governance in establishing
appropriate balance in relative roles of public, private
and civil society organizations, rights and
responsibilities of politicians, bureaucrats and
community, and economic and social justice. The
book closes on a positive note strongly reiterating
administrative re-engineering to meet the challenges
of the twenty-first century for ensuring a holistic
development of the country. Recent and real life
happenings infused in the text to substantiate
arguments, make it an interesting reading. The book
will be of immense use to the students and teachers
of public administration, social science, political
science, and those who practise public administration.
It will also be useful to a large number of government
departments-both at the union and the state levels.

Asura : Tale of the Vanquished
Human vulnerability to natural disasters is an age-old
phenomenon. Besides nature~s wrath, human
interventions, too, have led to many calamities in the
recent past. The heedless pace of development has
left us ecologically barren. Most of the world~s people
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live in ~developing~ economies, as do most of the
world~s poor. They also face the most debilitating
consequences in the form of economic and social
disruption caused by disasters. The long history of
disasters and their intensity has brought the question
of disaster management to the forefront. Disaster
mitigation is a major component of a disaster
management plan. Mitigation entails measures to
reduce the physical, economic and social vulnerability
of a community to disasters. Disaster management is
still an untouched domain, suffering for want of
systematic and committed research and development
inputs. It is essential not only to consolidate its
academic stature but also to infuse the requisite
knowledge, skills and attitudes in the personnel
connected with this field. This collection of articles
from several contributors is an excellent analysis of
different mitigation strategies. It offers insight into the
different dimensions of disaster preparedness and
mitigation. The underlying attempt in each chapter is
to illuminate the pertinence of those mitigation efforts
that would prepare everyone related with disaster
management to comprehend and approach the
problem more holistically. Besides government
agencies, NGOs, and community-based bodies, the
book is suitable for students pursuing the certificate
programme in Disaster Management developed by
the Indira Gandhi National Open University, New
Delhi.

Modern Indian Political Thought
Voices of Emancipation seeks to recover the lives and
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words of former slaves in vivid detail, mining the case
files of the U.S. Pension Bureau, which administered a
huge pension system for Union veterans and their
survivors in the decades following the Civil War. The
files contain an invaluable, first-hand perspective of
slavery, emancipation, black military service, and
freedom. Moreover, as Pension Bureau examiners
began interviewing black Union veterans and their
families shortly after the Civil War, the files are
arguably among the earliest sources of ex-slaves
reflecting on their lives, occurring decades before
better-known WPA Slave Narratives of the 1930s took
place. Voices of Emancipation explores the words of
former slaves topically, beginning with recollections of
slavery, moving on to experiences of military service
in the Civil War, the transition to freedom, and finally
to reflections on marriage and family before and after
emancipation. With an introduction that places the
pension files in context and presents the themes of
the book, and historical commentary interwoven
throughout the excerpts of the interviews themselves,
Elizabeth A. Regosin and Donald R. Shaffer effectively
introduce the files and the treasures they contain to
students and general readers, but also provide
specialists with an indispensable research tool.

Pittsburgh's Mansions
A child with a strong foundation takes much less time
to understand a subject as compared to other
students. IIT/ PMT FOUNDATION CLASS 10, a set of 4
books, aims at providing the right foundation to the
students as they enter the Secondary School from
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Middle School. This book will prove to be a stepping
stone to success in higher classes and competitive
exams like Olympiads, PMTs etc. The book covers a
very broad syllabus so as to build a strong base. The
USP of the book is its style and format. The book is
supplemented with a lot of text beyond the
curriculum. Another unique feature is the Exercise
Part which covers a huge variety of questions such
that Short, Very Short, Long, Fill in the Blanks, True/
False, Matching, HOTS, Chart/ Picture/ Activity Based,
Passage based, etc. Solutions to selected questions
has been provided at the end of each chapter. The
package contains 1 book each on Physics, Chemistry,
Maths and Biology.

Key Concepts in Politics and
International Relations
The Highly Useful Two Volume Set Recommended For
Policy Planners, Practitioners, Students Of
Governance And Development And General Readers
Alike.

Textbook of Logistics and Supply Chain
Management
Global Commons: Issues, Concerns and Strategies
presents a comprehensive international perspective
on the global commons—natural resource domains
that are not subject to national jurisdictions and are
accessible to all nations. These include the oceans,
atmosphere and outer space, and specific locations
such as Antarctica. Due to their critical importance in
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maintaining human lives and livelihoods, and their
vulnerability to depletion, the collaborative
preservation of the global commons is of great
relevance to all human communities. Leading world
powers, such as France, are increasingly adopting
environmental policies as key to their functioning as
democracies. After the Paris Climate Conference,
there has been a spurt in cooperation between major
nations, such as France and India, in the fight against
climate change. This book provides exhaustive
coverage of all the major facets of preservation of the
global commons. It will, therefore, prove
indispensable to all stakeholders in a new, just and
sustainable world order.

Making Political Science Matter
In contrast to the existing literature on the subject,
this book carries a context-driven conceptualization of
the major strands of political thought that emerged in
India in the past two centuries. It focuses on India's
peculiar socio-political processes under colonialism
that influenced the evolution of such thoughts. The
distinguishing feature of this book is its linking of the
text of Indian political thought with the context. In
doing so, it challenges the ethno-centric
interpretation of nationalism that despite its roots in
western Enlightenment, evolved differently because
of the context in which it was articulated.

INDIAN POLITY
This book presents a complete and accessible
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description of the history of early India. It starts by
discussing the origins and growth of civilizations,
empires, and religions. It also deals with the
geographical, ecological, and linguistic backgrounds,
and looks at specific cultures of the Neolithic,
Chalcolithic, and Vedic periods, as well as at the
Harappan civilization. In addition, the rise of Jainism
and Buddhism, Magadha and the beginning of
territorial states, and the period of Mauryas, Central
Asian countries, Satvahanas, Guptas, and
Harshavardhana are also analysed. Next, it stresses
varna system, urbanization, commerce and trade,
developments in science and philosophy, and cultural
legacy. Finally, the process of transition from ancient
to medieval India and the origin of the Aryan culture
has also been examined.

BSHF-101 Foundation Course In
Humanities & Social Science
Originally published in The Hafner Library of Classics
in 1953, The Political Ideas of St. Thomas Aquinas
provides important insights into the human side of
one of the most influential medieval philosophers. St.
Thomas Aquinas (c. 1226–1274) is recognized for
having synthesized Christian theology with
Aristotelian metaphysics, and for his spirited
philosophical defense of Christianity that was
addressed to the non-Christian reader. In this
collection, editor Dino Bigongiari has selected
Aquinas’s key writings on politics, justice, social
problems, and forms of government, including the
philosopher’s main works: Regimine Principus (On
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Kinship) and The Summa Theologica. In an
authoritative discussion of the historical background
and evolution of St. Thomas Aquinas’s political ideas,
Dr. Bigongiari’s commentary explains this
philosopher’s enduring influence and legacy.
Accompanying explanatory notes and a helpful
glossary of unusual terms and familiar words help to
make this practical volume an ideal text for students
and general readers alike.
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